Material must-haves to add to your stash
Brought to you by QUILT Magazine
PLEASE NOTE: This fabric stash block first appeared in the December/January 2007 issue of QUILT
magazine. Many fabrics have a shelf life of about 6 months to 1 year. These exact fabrics may not still
be available for purchase. Take heart! Your favorite quilt shop can help you select suitable substitutes
in colors and patterns that will work just as well to make this block.
Rich Flavors
Kona Bay - Shibori Collection: L to R: Style #02, Pink, Style #04, Natural,
Style #04, Rose: Center: Style #01, Blue
Sometimes I’m ready for a rich meal. I know that the time and effort
of putting pattern to cloth is just as detailed as it is in cooking a
gourmet dinner. The Shibori Line by Kona Bay Fabrics is just that. I
could sit and study for hours the main fabric of gold etched ribbons
on a deep blue background. The scattered flowers and fans of pink,
green and burgundy can only be appreciated when the fabric is in
hand - the print is so large that a small printed image doesn’t do it
justice. I selected several companion fabrics, two of which I call
“blenders.” Blenders are the supporting cast that make sure the Star
of the Show remains the star! The cream is a MUST have in counterpoint to the mottled burdundy. A smaller gold etched floral print
completes my selection. www.konabay.com

Souvenir - 10”

A

Cut (1) 6-1/2” square of blue multi

B

Cut (4) 2-1/2” squares cream print and
(4) 2-1/2” squares pink print

C

Cut (4) 2-7/8” squares cream print and
(4) 2-7/8” squares red print. Recut into
two triangles each.
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Used for Patch A

Used for Patch B & C

Used for Patch C

Used for Patch B
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